
‘Revenue managers’ improve dialogue
between physician clinics, billing office
Goal is resolving issues that could result in decreased income  

Anewly formed team of “revenue managers” is working to link
billing and clinical departments, providers, access personnel,
and insurance payers and help resolve issues that otherwise

could result in decreased income at the University of Arkansas for Med-
ical Sciences (UAMS).

The initiative came out of the timely convergence of feedback from an
internal survey and a benchmarking study by the University Hospital
Consortium (UHC), says Beth Wheeler, director of operations for the
UAMS faculty group practice (FGP) billing office.

“We have 21 clinical departments, each of which has a clinical admin-
istrator,” she adds. “We decided in spring 2005 to survey the Group on
Business Affairs [GBA], which is made up of all those administrators, to
find out how the billing office was doing.”

Part of the feedback from that survey, Wheeler explains, was that
administrators wanted more communication between the clinical
departments and her office, which does the billing and collections for
UAMS physicians and other clinical professionals, such as nurse practi-
tioners and licensed social workers. 

About the same time, UHC did its own survey, to benchmark aca-
demic billing offices. “They used the data to identify the top 10 per-
formers, and each of the 10 wrote a case study on why they were
successful.”

Those case studies revealed that several of the hospitals involved had
individuals functioning as liaisons between billing offices and clinical
departments, Wheeler says.

As the UAMS survey already had identified the need for more com-
munication between those two entities, the solution presented by the
UHC study seemed tailor-made, she adds. To begin developing the
idea, Wheeler says, the clinical executive GBA — a subset of the clinical
administrator GBA made up of six clinical administrators and herself —
broke into smaller groups and began contacting individuals at the suc-
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cessful UHC facilities to pick their brains.
“We wanted to find out what had worked for

them, what hadn’t worked, and what they would
do if they had it to do over again,” she says. “We
got job descriptions and all kinds of material. It
was very valuable.”

The clinical executive GBA put together a pro-
posal and a budget and presented it to the college of
medicine, which gave its approval, Wheeler adds.
“From the time we did the survey in the spring of
2005, it took about a year to hire the first person.”

One of the conclusions reached early on was
that the revenue manager initiative was too big to
just add on to someone’s existing responsibilities,

she notes. “We needed an individual to be in
charge of this program.”

That person turned out to be Nicki Morris,
whose title is assistant director of operations for
the FGP billing office. “Her function is to get the
program up and running and maintain it, to be
the key person in hiring personnel. We felt that
we had done the outline, but we wanted someone
to get in there and work on the details.”

Start small, get it right

With a strategy of “start small and get it right,”
the decision was made to hire three revenue man-
agers to work with three of the 21 departments,
she says. “We decided to use those represented by
the [administrators] in the executive GBA group —
medicine, pathology and obstetrics-gynecology.”

One of the expectations for the revenue man-
agers, notes Morris, is that they will work closely
with the Revenue Integrity Specialist Team
(RIST), which is the primary resource for access
personnel at UAMS, to identify obstacles at regis-
tration. (See article on RIST in the October 2005
issue of Hospital Access Management.)

While RIST members focus on resolving front-
end issues that can interfere with the ability to get
paid, revenue managers will look at problems
that occur on the back end, after the billing pro-
cess has been initiated, she says. “We’re all here
to generate revenue and make money for the
physicians and the hospital.”

The goal of the revenue managers, Morris
adds, “is to communicate areas that need
improvement, whether on the billing side or on
the physician side in the clinics.”

One example of how her staff will work with
RIST, she says, has to do with VoiCert, an auto-
mated, telephonic tool that combines multiple
pre-certification requests into one phone call and
provides documentation of authorization history,
Hiryak adds. 

As revenue managers began meeting with the
clinical departments being targeted in the initial
phase of the program, Morris says, “we noticed
that a lot of their denials are because the patient
isn’t really eligible because of an identification or
name mismatch.”

“We started asking whether they verify insur-
ance when the patient walks in the door, and they
said no,” she adds. While VoiCert has been rolled
out to the clinics, employees are not using it, Mor-
ris says. “They said it’s kind of cumbersome and
made various excuses, such as not having time.”
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Mission
Facilitate communication between the clinical

departments and FGP billing with the goal of maxi-
mizing clinical income.

Service standards:
Client services

• Ensure that the highest level of service is 
provided to all our customers/clients

• Facilitate the resolution of any revenue cycle 
issues

• Communicate billing office and payer updates
• Meet with physicians, practice administrators, and 

practice staff to provide financial reporting and 
operational feedback

Meeting protocol
• Monthly/quarterly meeting with the targeted 

practices
• Provide an agenda with the meeting documents
• Use a standardized format for minutes and 

e-mail minutes to the attendees after each 
meeting

• Develop and maintain a standardized action 
plan/issues log for each practice

• Develop a standardized work schedule for the 

revenue managers 
Week 1: report review
Week 2: denial review
Week 3: meetings
Week 4: miscellaneous

Financial reporting
• Presentation of the “standard reports” 
• Charge & collection data
• A/R information
• Adjustment report
• Denial report
• Presentation of customized reports
• Analyze reports to identify areas of opportunities,

incorporating them into an action plan

Denial analysis
• Review denials on a monthly basis
• Analyze trends and try to effect change

Accounts receivable (AR) management
• Research payer policies and reimbursements
• Work with clinical departments on specialty- 

specific billing guidelines
• Identify payer policy issues that result in denied 

or improperly paid claims
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Revenue managers are getting a demonstration
of the product from the RIST team to determine
whether, in fact, it can be used efficiently in the
clinics, she says.

“We also can go back [to RIST] and say, ‘This
clinic has a high rate of denials due to registration
issues. Can you work with them?’”

RIST members do periodic audits in the clin-
ics, Morris points out, “but what they audit may
not catch some things we might catch from look-
ing on the back end after the billing process has
been initiated.”

Dealing with denials

“We look at all the denials and the denial rea-
sons — lack of preauthorization, or a patient not
being eligible for that insurance because of a
name or number mismatch,” she adds. “Say the
name [on the account] is Betty Smith, but it really
should be Betty Z. Smith.”

Two people from the physician billing office at

Massachusetts General Hospital — which had
“incredible results” with a similar program —
spent a couple of days meeting with UAMS rev-
enue managers, billing office directors, and the
chief operating officer, as well as the GBA and the
clinical executive GBA, Wheeler says. The senior
manager for the professional billing office of
Mass General’s physician organization gave the
kickoff presentation for the UAMS program.

In addition, she says, Morris visited Mass Gen-
eral to get a feel for its program.

One of the successes attributed to a Mass Gen-
eral billing manager, as that facility’s revenue man-
ager counterparts are known, had to do with a CPT
code for which Blue Cross Blue Shield had a techni-
cal but no professional component, Wheeler notes.

The billing manager met with a Blue Cross rep-
resentative, she says, and made a convincing
argument that there was in fact a significant pro-
fessional component to the procedure. The payer
is now reimbursing a physician component for
that charge nationwide, Wheeler adds.

Revenue manager program service standards



Program gaining visibility

At UAMS, the assistant director and all three rev-
enue managers spent four days in each of the three
departments being targeted by the program, she
says. “They all went [to each of the areas] because
they wanted to see what was being done the same
way and what was being done differently, [think-
ing], ‘Maybe I can translate that to my department.’

“Now they are visible, people know their faces
and names, so they’re ready to start digging in,”
Wheeler says. “I’m not sure at this point at what
rate we will roll out [to the remaining depart-
ments]. We want to make sure as many wrinkles
are ironed out as possible.”

Before the revenue manager position was cre-
ated, Wheeler was the point person for questions
that came from all 21 clinical departments, she
notes. Having the revenue managers in place will
allow more time to work proactively on billing
issues, rather than simply responding to prob-
lems, Wheeler adds.

“Usually when they call it’s because collections
are down, or they’re getting a lot of denials, so
we want to concentrate on that,” she says. “There
are also [concerns about] coding issues and
charge capture: Are people actually billing for all
the services provided? So [revenue managers]
will look at encounter forms, billing documents.”

A recent e-mail from the cardiology depart-
ment had to do with a diagnostic test with a par-
ticular code that one carrier is always denying,
Wheeler adds. “We feel we can convince [the car-
rier] that it should be paid.”

Her personal take on the mission of her depart-
ment is that it’s about “the three Cs — collections,
communication, and confidence.” 

“We’re a centralized billing office, we’re off
campus, so most of the people that work out here
billing and collecting the physicians’ money are
invisible to them,” Wheeler points out. “[Physi-
cians] take care of patients, mark a box on a form,
and then don’t know what happens to it, but they
have lots of questions.”

Many of the providers think like they did
when they were in private practice, when they
knew exactly what they received for each patient
and which insurer was paying what, she says. “A
lot of them miss that.

“We send reports back to the departments, but
they may or may not filter down to the individ-
ual providers,” Wheeler adds. “If they do, the
[physician] may not have time to look at them, or
know how to interpret them.”

In an effort to fill in those gaps, the reporting
function will be a big part of the new program,
she says. “[Revenue managers] will take data to
the departments and the administrators and will
sit down with them at regular monthly meetings.

“They will explain things and identify prob-
lems before they become enormous,” Wheeler
says. “We’re revamping the entire reporting
structure so we can do a good job of making it
understandable.”

Much of the inspiration for that has come from
the leadership at Massachusetts General, where
an “unacceptable” collection rate has been
replaced by “spectacular results,” she notes. “The
chief operating officer told me, ‘We used to pro-
vide data, now we provide information.’”

Drawing from material provided by that orga-
nization, her office has developed a list of service
standards for revenue managers. (See list, p. 27.)

“We have a fairly standardized schedule that
each [revenue manager] can follow,” Wheeler
explains. “We want the departments to feel that
they are getting a consistent level of service: [For
example], this week the revenue manager is in the
office working on reports, this week she is making
presentations, this week she is trouble-shooting.”

That kind of arrangement was recommended
by several of the billing offices that have success-
ful programs, she adds.

To get a realistic look at the programs at other
facilities, Wheeler says, the clinical executive
GBA group made it a point to talk with the per-
son in her position, with a department adminis-
trator, and with an actual revenue manager.

“We wanted to get a full picture, not a skewed
[perspective],” she says. “One thing we heard
fairly consistently is 70-30: About 70% of the time
the revenue managers are all doing the same
thing, and about 30% of the time they’re doing
things that are unique to that department.”

Of the three revenue managers, two came
from the billing office, and the other had been a
billing manager for a clinical department,
Wheeler says. “We felt our first [hires] should
have a strong background in the billing area.”

That differs from the approach at Massachusetts
General, she notes, which has been to look first for
people who can think on their feet and have great
communication skills, with the idea that they can
be trained for the billing-specific duties.

“If you do that, you have to have a great train-
ing program,” Wheeler points out. “Since we are
brand new, we didn’t want to start with employ-
ees who don’t know what we do.”
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(Editor’s note: Beth Wheeler may be reached at
WheelerElizabethL@uams.edu. Nicki Morris may be
reached at nmmorris@uams.edu.)  ■

State goes extra mile 
with new charity policy
‘It’s more inclusive than the norm’

All the community hospitals in the state of
Washington are voluntarily expanding their

financial assistance guidelines in what is being
described as one of the more far-reaching policies
of its kind in the United States.

“It’s fairly comprehensive — more inclusive than
the norm,” says Cassie Sauer, MSW, vice president
of communications for the Washington State Hospi-
tal Association (WSHA) in Seattle. “We didn’t do
extensive research, but that is the indication from
conversations [with colleagues] in other states.”

The new guidelines ensure that the low- and
moderate-income uninsured are charged a mod-
erate fee for their care, she adds. “At most, they
are charged what a typical insured patient would
be charged.” 

Patients who fall within 300% of the federal
poverty guidelines, meaning those with an income
of up to $60,000 a year for a family of four, qualify
for the program, Sauer says. “We didn’t go above
that amount because we do believe that above that
income level people can afford to purchase insur-
ance and not having it is more of a choice.”

That conclusion is supported by a Robert
Wood Johnson study indicating that about 20% of
those who are without insurance actually could

afford to buy it, she adds. 
The American Hospital Association is featuring

the Washington state program as a leadership
model, Sauer notes. 

Another goal of the program is to better inform
patients of available assistance, she says. “Some
hospitals provide charity care, but do patients
even know about it? What are the standards in
place to make sure they know it exists?”

With that in mind, the policy states that hospi-
tals must provide more information to that effect,
Sauer says. “Every patient will receive written
notice about financial assistance, either at check-
in, upon discharge, or with the bill.”

The highlights of the new policy, which pro-
vides three levels of discounts depending on the
patient’s income level, are as follows.

• Patients whose income is between zero and
100% of the federal poverty level ($20,000 for a
family of four) receive free care.

• Uninsured patients whose income is between
100% and 200% of the federal poverty level
($40,000 for a family of four) will be given a dis-
count. The discount is calculated so that, on aver-
age, the most these patients will be asked to pay
is the cost of care at that hospital.

• Uninsured patients with limited assets who
are at between 200% and 300% of the federal
poverty level ($60,000 for a family of four) also
qualify for a discount. The discount is calculated
so that, on average, these patients are asked to pay
what an insured patient may pay, even though the
uninsured have no one negotiating on their behalf.

Commercial insurers typically negotiate a dis-
counted rate because they drive volume and
referrals to the hospital, Sauer notes.

One of the key provisions of the policy specifies
that hospital boards will increase their oversight of
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collection policies, she explains. “Every year,
[boards] should receive a report on what collections
actions were taken on behalf of each hospital.”

In addition, hospitals will establish clear and
consistent procedures that must be followed before
accounts can be sent to a collection agency, Sauer
says. The idea, she adds, is to eliminate instances in
which, for example, one financial counselor sets up
a payment plan for a patient while another sends
an identical account to collections.

Part of the impetus for the new policy was a bill
proposed in last year’s state legislative session that
would have expanded financial assistance require-
ments “beyond what we thought reasonable.”

The proposed legislation “was overly burden-
some and would have put a lot more regulations
on hospitals,” Sauer adds.

Although the bill did not pass, the state hospi-
tal association responded by assuring legislators
that it would address the issues that it deemed
reasonable, she says.

“A lot of times, the initial bill is good but then

they start adding this and that,” Sauer points out.
“We told [legislators] we would work to address
their main concerns.”

Those concerns centered around whether the
uninsured were being charged a fair price or given
the very highest bill, whether people were being
informed about the availability of financial help,
and whether collection practices were fair, she says.

Over-the-top collections practices — such as a
$10,000 bill turning into a $100,000 bill because of
interest charges or people being arrested or losing
their homes — were not identified as a problem
with the hospitals that WSHA represents, Sauer
says, but the association highlighted the issue as
a preventive strategy.

Choice easier for some than others

While CEOs at all the community hospitals
have signed the financial assistance pledge, she
notes, some did so more readily than others. (See
pledge, p. 30.)
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Charity care pledge
signed by WA hospitals 

All the for-profit, nonprofit, and public district hos-
pitals in the state of Washington have signed the

following pledge as part of an initiative aimed at
expanding financial assistance guidelines to offer
discounts to more residents.

Footnotes to the pledge explain that “uninsured”
means no third-party insurance and health savings
accounts are considered insurance. They also spec-
ify that income for those under 100% of the federal
poverty level includes both earned and unearned
income but excludes assets; income for those above
100% of the poverty level may include assets.

Finally, cost-to-charge ratios are based on the
previous year’s year end reports filed with the Wash-
ington State Department of Health.

Hospital voluntary effort on billing to the uninsured
These proposals are meant to supplement existing

charity care policies and are not intended as a replace-
ment. There are already requirements in law govern-
ing notification, collection practices, and sliding scale
discounts. These proposed standards would be added
to the current requirements. We are also proposing
minimum standards for hospitals and anticipate many
hospitals will be able to offer broader policies.

Notification (applies to all patients)
• All hospitals will provide a written notice to all

patients informing them about the availability of
financial assistance.

Collection practices (applies to all patients)
• All hospitals will have their governing board or

commissioners receive and review an annual sum-
mary report on collection actions taken.

• All hospitals have a written policy as to when
and under whose authority an account is sent to col-
lections.

• All hospitals have a written policy as to when a
lien is placed on a primary residence.

Discounts (applies to the uninsured for medi-
cally necessary inpatient and outpatient ser-
vices):

• No uninsured patient with income under 100% of
the federal poverty level is required to pay for care.

• No uninsured patient with an annual income
under 200% of the federal poverty level is required
to pay more than the estimated cost of their care.
(Cost is the charge multiplied by the hospital’s aver-
age cost-to-charge ratio.)

• No uninsured patient with an annual income
under 300% of the federal poverty level is required
to pay more than 130% of the estimated cost of their
care. (Cost is the charge multiplied by the hospital’s



“Some signed in August and September [2006]
and some signed in the middle of December,”
Sauer says. “We started the effort in May and
spent about six months asking them to sign. For
some it was an easy choice, and for some it was
more challenging.”

Hospitals expressed legitimate concerns, she
says. “Some were already providing [financial
assistance] at this level or close to it, but for some
it was a big expansion. In rural areas, 300% [of the
federal poverty level] includes almost everyone.”

Because all of the hospitals did agree to partici-
pate regardless of those concerns, Sauer says, “we
pledged to them to go back and let legislators
know the impact of this on providers.”

Although the legislation referred to above did
not pass, Washington is one of a few states that
does have a law, enacted in 1990, governing char-
ity care, she points out. 

But while other states with charity care laws
typically have developed mechanisms to fund the
care provided, that has not been the case in her
state, Sauer says.

In Washington, the Medicaid program gives
only limited funding to a few hospitals that pro-
vide a large amount of charity care and small
grants to hospitals for a portion of their charity
costs, according to a report prepared by the state
hospital association. However, the report contin-
ues, there is no charity care pool to pay hospitals
for all their charity care costs.

The report points out that hospitals often
charge more than the cost of care for insured and
self-pay patients, and that low government pay-
ments are a primary reason for the high charges.
(See charts, p. 29.) Since government payers do
not cover the cost of care, the report continues,
the unfunded burden must be shifted to patients
with insurance.

(Editor’s note: Cassie Sauer can be reached at
CassieS@wsha.org.)  ■

WA hospitals adjust to
meet aid guidelines 
Change ‘not that big’ for some

At Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital in
Yakima, WA, the implementation of new

state-wide financial assistance guidelines “wasn’t

really that big of a change,” says John Vorn-
brock, FACHE, senior vice president and CFO.

With the focus in the past couple of years on
nonprofit hospitals promoting community bene-
fits, including charity care, he adds, “we had been
emphasizing that and trying to make charity care
applications much more accessible to the public.”

The goal at Memorial Hospital is that any
patient who is registered for a service but for
whom no insurance has been identified is provided
with a charity care application, Vornbrock says.

That effort, begun in early 2006, has increased
the volume of financial aid applications so much
that it has been necessary to add a new staff posi-
tion, he notes. “We actually have an individual
whose full-time job is to go through those appli-
cations and ask additional questions to determine
[whether patients] meet the criteria.”

Despite the additional volume, the overall
amount of uncompensated care at the hospital
has not increased, but has gone down a bit, Vorn-
brock says. “The difference has been that a higher
percentage of uncompensated care is charity care
as opposed to bad debt that goes to collections.”

When the state program came along, he adds,
“we tweaked our guidelines to go along with
that. [See related article, p. 29.] The bottom line
is that we previously had not offered any charity
care [to patients] above 200% of the federal
poverty level, but now those between 200% and
300% are included.”

While the effect of that category change has not
been determined, Vornbrock says, he doesn’t
expect that difference to be a significant amount.

About two-and-a-half years ago, he notes,
Memorial instituted a policy whereby any indi-
viduals without insurance were automatically
given a 25% discount on hospital charges 

“That came at a time when there was a lot of
criticism of hospitals that only the uninsured
were paying full charges, and then clarification
from Medicare [on what constituted] fraud and
abuse,” Vornbrock says. “It was the first time hos-
pitals ever considered doing anything other than
full charges. We had always been told we could-
n’t do that, that it was a violation.”

Implementing the 25% discount “also had a big
impact on changing the composition of uncom-
pensated care,” he adds, “so [the state program]
has not really resulted in more charges being
written off. This is a really poor community to
begin with.”

When the national discussion on charity care
heated up, it was not as big a deal in Washington
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because of the state’s existing statute on charity
care, Vornbrock points out.

“[Hospitals] had to comply,” he notes. “Some
hospitals have actually bumped up their limits.
Quite a few are at 400% of the federal poverty
level.”

More paperwork, more people being helped

When the new financial assistance guidelines
were implemented at Grays Harbor Community
Hospital in Aberdeen, WA, in early 2007, it meant
a dramatic increase in the number of people who
are eligible to receive aid, says Jacquie Shay,
director of patient financial services.

“There’s a real satisfaction in the business
office because a lot more people in higher income
levels qualify,” add Shay, who oversees the busi-
ness office, registration, and medical records.
“There’s more paperwork, more phone calls,
more people asking for assistance as more people
become aware that they may qualify. It’s very
gratifying that we can help them.”

Her department hasn’t yet increased staffing,
but is “feeling burdened,” she says. “It’s only
been a couple of weeks, but it’s quite noticeable.
It takes a little longer on our end to figure out
[who qualifies]. There is a learning curve to learn
how to do the task differently.”

For her hospital, the new guidelines open up
the possibility of financial aid to one category of
patients while placing tighter restrictions on
another, she explains. 

“Up until January, we were providing a 100%
write-off [of charges] to people at or below 200% of
the federal poverty level,” Shay says. “Not every-
one was doing 200%, but we were being generous.”

That means that before a one-person “family”
making $19,000 might have had its entire hospital
bill written off, but under the new guidelines
would get only 58% written off, she explains. 

“Now we are spreading [the help] out, giving
it to people who are at up to 300% of the federal
poverty level,” Shay adds. “A lot of people make
a decent wage, but there is not enough money to
go around. Now at least they can get a percentage
of the bill written off.

“The general consensus is that we support [the
new guidelines],” she says. “We are pleased to
offer help to those we couldn’t help before.”

[Editor’s note: John Vronbrock can be reached at
(509) 575-8003. Jacquie Shay can be reached at
JShay@whnet.org.]  ■

WA, other states give 
on-line price, quality data
Various comparisons offered

The latest initiative by the Seattle-based Wash-
ington State Hospital Association (WSHA)

and its 97 member hospitals is a web site that
provides hospital-specific price and quality infor-
mation.

The site, made public in late January, provides
information on hospital-specific charges for more
than 500 types of hospital treatments; hospital-
specific performance on quality indicators related
to treatments for heart attack, heart failure, pneu-
monia and prevention of infections; and answers
to common questions about hospital bills and the
availability of charity care and financial assis-
tance. (See related story, p. 29.)

The site was created in response to requests
from state lawmakers and the public for more
hospital-specific data, says the WSHA. 

In a similar step, the Arkansas Hospital Associa-
tion has launched Hospital Consumer Assist
(www.hospitalconsumerassist.com), a web site
that provides Arkansas residents with information
on the average prices that individual hospitals
charge Medicare for 25 types of inpatient stays.

The prices are based on claims data from the
federal Medicare Provider Analysis and Review
tapes, and can be used to help patients gauge
how much they might be charged for similar care,
the association said. The reports also show how
the hospitals compare nationally and statewide
on each of the 20 measures developed by the
Hospital Quality Alliance and posted on the Cen-
ters for Medicare & Medicaid Services Hospital
Compare web site.

Prices will differ for each patient, the associa-
tion cautioned, as discounts may be applied to
the price based on negotiated rates with insur-
ance companies or the hospital’s discount for the
uninsured. It said variation in health plan cover-
age and discounts also impact patients’ out-of-
pocket costs.

The Iowa Hospital Association, meanwhile,
has unveiled Hospital Pricepoint, a web site that
gives free access to data on inpatient charges and
services at Iowa facilities.

For each hospital in the state, the web site pro-
vides data on average and median inpatient
charges for more than 60 diagnoses, and “dis-
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count” information for private insurance, Medi-
care, and Medicaid.

It allows users to compare inpatient charge
data for up to four hospitals at once and inpatient
charges by severity of illness within a service
area.  ■

Traditional job recruiting
‘not enough,’ expert says
Target those who aren’t looking

Patient access directors seeking to hire and
retain good employees can improve their

recruiting ability by looking outside the methods
traditionally used by the health care industry,
suggests Jill Schwieters, executive vice president
and leader of the health care group at Pinstripe, a
Brookfield, WI-based outsourcing and recruit-
ment services firm. 

At the same time the work force is declining
and demands on the health care system are
increasing, the skills required of patient access
representatives have become more complex,
Schwieters notes, making recruiting more chal-
lenging than ever.

However, the tendency is for hospitals and
other health care organizations to try to fill posi-
tions the way they always have, she says. “They
post jobs and hope people will apply, they put
ads in the paper, and they go to job fairs.”

These are all good steps to take, but they’re not
enough, says Schwieters, who recommends what
she calls passive recruiting.

“Passive recruiting is a process used to seek
out potential applicants that meet a certain pro-
fessional demographic, competency or educa-
tional background,” she explains. “Passive
candidates may or may not be aware of the new
opportunity and may or may not be open to it.
Building their interest level in the position is the
key objective.”

These passive candidates typically are employed
individuals not looking for a new job, Schwieters
says, and often are approached and introduced to
the potential new employer by a recruiter.

Because the position of admitting or patient
access rep is not widely known outside the health
care industry, she adds, access directors should
learn to identify potential candidates who aren’t
actively looking for jobs but have similar compe-

tencies. Those include individuals involved in
clerical, computer, or insurance-related activities,
Schwieters says. 

“Part of it is good investigation,” she says.
“Partner with [the person doing] the HR function
or use a recruitment partner or you can do it
through professional organizations. There are
computer-related training programs at local uni-
versities and Internet postings for a job category
with the same competencies.”

Instead of a job fair, Schwieters says, “think of
another kind of event to profile. Organize a career
fair for juniors and seniors in high school and
also have other areas of the hospital there, like
nursing and rehabilitation.

“Go to the work force development center,
where people are really looking for jobs and
[access services] is an unknown area,” she adds. 

To be successful, access directors must look at
recruitment as a priority and distinguish the job
they’re offering from others in the market, she
advises. “[Market it as] a fun place to work that
cares about employees. What other industry
could you work in right after high school and
find a good job with benefits, where you are
trained on the computer with a high level of tech-
nology?”

It’s a common practice in health care to use
temporary employment agencies to fill job vacan-
cies, Schwieters notes, with the idea of hiring an
individual to go “from temp to perm.”  She cau-
tions, however, that people work for temp agen-
cies for a reason — because they’re looking for
temporary work.

Access directors should ask themselves, Schwi-
eters says, “whether that temp agency is really
screening for the success competencies that you
would look for as an employer, and are they
really looking toward the long term. You have to
look at patterns of longevity.

“You’re also paying a premium for that rela-
tionship, as opposed to having a structured,
proactive approach,” she adds. “With a regular
screening process, in which you work with HR or
a recruitment partner to find [a candidate] who
will have a commitment to that role, you move
from a short-term solution to more long-term
solutions, and you’re saving money as well.”

Build recruiting ‘pipelines’

Something else that is common in health care
recruiting — especially when it comes to hiring
nurses — is “using an outsource solution vs. out-
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sourcing your recruitment,” Schwieters says.
“Sometimes I worry that we have it backwards in
health care.

“My point is that health care, which tends to be
slow to outsource, should be outsourcing the
recruitment process to get a pipeline of appli-
cants,” she adds. “If [health care leaders] try to
fill the vacancies themselves, they may not have
the resources to be great at it. Why not work with
an expert that knows how to source?”

Access directors can develop their own
pipelines by building channels with local high
schools, technical programs, and colleges and
universities, Schwieters says. “Some of the best
employees are students. You’ve got good, reli-
able talent, even if you only get them for two
years. Then you can help them move into other
roles in the organization as they complete
school.”

To help target the kind of individual most
suited for an access job, she suggests interview-
ing existing employees. “Talk to your own staff:
‘You’ve been here five years. What is it that you
like about your job?’”

Profile those employees, Schwieters adds. “Are
they single, students, moms working part time?
What is the demographic for those roles?”

Such conversations also can help when it
comes to retaining employees, she points out.
“People like to feel appreciated and recognized at
work.”

(Editor’s note: More information on Pinstripe is
available at www.pinstripetalent.com.)  ■

Hospital CoP changes
affect EMTALA compliance
Time, signature issues cited  

Aone-word change in the Conditions of Partic-
ipation (CoP) regulations that went into

effect Jan. 26, 2007, will make a dramatic differ-
ence in compliance requirements for Medicare
and EMTALA, says Stephen A. Frew, JD, a web
site publisher and risk management specialist
(www.medlaw.com).

That change, which is “buried deep” within 22
pages of CoP regulations, requires that every
entry in the medical record be timed, Frew adds,
and it may influence how medical records affect

malpractice claims.
“Most risk managers have pushed for timed

entries in the medical record to help document
sequence and timeliness of care,” he notes.
“Often EMTALA and other compliance issues
hinge on the time of various entries.”

Calling time “the new documentation trap,”
Frew points out that most hospitals that have not
gone to electronic medical records have very few
timed entries.

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Ser-
vices (CMS) notes in its comments that “the
timing of medical record entries is crucial for
patient safety and quality of care. Timing
applies to all medical record entries, not just to
the authentication of verbal orders. This would
include orders, progress notes, procedure notes,
patient assessments, H&Ps [histories and physi-
cals], etc.

“Timing establishes when an order was given,
when an activity, intervention, treatment or pro-
cedure occurred, or when an activity, interven-
tion, treatment or procedure is to take place,”
CMS goes on to state in the final regulations.
“Timing and dating of entries establishes a base-
line for future actions or assessments and estab-
lishes a timeline of events. Many patient
interventions or assessments are based on time
intervals or timelines of various signs, symptoms
or events.
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A FREE white paper for you

AHC Media appreciates the faith you have
placed in us to provide you with practical,
authoritative information. As a token of our

gratitude for your support, we would like to pro-
vide you with the free white paper, The Joint
Commission: What Hospitals Can Expect in
2007. From new National Patient Safety Goals to
new standards to a new data management tool
designed to help hospitals identify areas for
improvement, 2007 is shaping up as a year of
innovation and change for The Joint Commission
and the facilities it accredits. This special paper is
written specifically to explain the new standards
so that you can plan appropriately.

To get your free copy of The Joint Commission:
What Hospitals Can Expect in 2007, type
http://www.ahcmediawhitepaper.com into your
browser, and follow the instructions.

Thank you again for subscribing.  ■



“We proposed minor revisions that would clar-
ify that all patient medical record entries must be
legible, complete, dated, timed, and authenti-
cated in written or electronic form,” the regula-
tions state.

The first applications of the rule likely will
occur in EMTALA investigations in the “dedi-
cated emergency departments” of a hospital —
the ED or the obstetrics, psychiatric or urgent
care areas, Frew says.

The lack of timed entries, he notes, will now be
a potential standards level violation for medical
records that could turn out to be an EMTALA 21-
day Notice of Termination citation. 

“On the medical malpractice side,” Frew adds,
“ambiguities in treatment records caused by lack
of timed entries might be fodder for a plaintiff’s
attack on the record’s accuracy.”

Risk managers should conduct immediate pol-
icy and procedure reviews to assess their facil-
ity’s exposure, he advises. “Policy changes, staff
education, and intense quality auditing will be
required in most facilities.”

Another change that will impact EMTALA
compliance has to do with the new federal stan-
dard for verification of verbal orders, Frew says,
specifically in the area of phone orders for
transfers — including discharges in many
obstetrics triage areas — when a physician is
not present.

“The current rule indicates that the ‘qualified
medical provider’ [QMP], typically a registered
nurse or physician assistant, may effect a transfer
and sign the transfer certification after conferring
with a physician by phone if no physician is pre-
sent,” he explains. “The rule requires that the
physician sign the order after the fact, but no time
was specified.”

Under another CoP change that went into
effect Jan. 26, all verbal orders must be verified by
an electronic or manual signature within 48 hours
unless a state law or rule requires a different
length of time, Frew says.

Some states have rules specifying times rang-
ing from 24 hours to 30 days, he adds, and those
rules will not be changed by the CMS regulations.
States without existing standards will be required

to meet the federal standard, Frew adds.
“An interesting twist in the rule is that the

actual person giving the verbal order does not
have to validate the order,” he points out. “Part-
ners, for instance, can sign the order for up to
five years. The provision seems to anticipate that
electronic systems will be fully in place by
2012.”

Frew cautions, however, that the EMTALA
rule for co-signature appears to require that the
physician actually giving the verbal order for
transfer must co-sign the transfer created by the
QMP.

“I recommend that the hospital policy continue
to require co-signature by the individual physi-
cian consulted by the QMP,” he adds.   ■

CMS offers guidance 
on HIPAA security rule

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
has released guidance to help organizations

comply with HIPAA security standards when
they allow remote access to electronic protected
health information (EPHI) through portable
devices or external systems or hardware.

Entities covered by HIPAA should be
“extremely cautious,” CMS said, about allowing
offsite use of or access to EPHI , and must imple-
ment policies and procedures to protect EPHI
that is stored on remote or portable devices/
media or transmitted over an electronic commu-
nications network.

The agency said it may rely on the guidance in
determining whether actions by a HIPAA-cov-
ered entity are reasonable and appropriate for
safeguarding the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of EPHI.  ▼
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On-line NPI information
available through WEDI

Health care providers can receive free on-line
information about the National Provider

Identifier (NPI) in the form of on-demand audio
and video web casts.

The service is being offered by the Workgroup
for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI) and the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association to help
educate providers on how to obtain and imple-
ment their NPI by the May 23, 2007, deadline,
according to a WEDI statement.

Only about 60% of providers had obtained their
NPI by the beginning of 2007, the Centers for Medi-
care and Medicaid Services estimates. All entities
covered by HIPAA, including providers, health
plans, and clearinghouses that process health care
transactions using HIPAA format, must implement
the 10-digit NPI code by the May 23 deadline.

Two 60-minute webcast audio or video ses-
sions are available: one for large practices or insti-
tutional providers, and a second version tailored
for individual providers or small group practices.
The webcasts, which include PowerPoint materi-
als, cover these topics:

• Who Needs an NPI?
• The Application Process
• Obtaining and Sharing NPIs
• NPI and Paper Claim Submitters
• Provider Practice Considerations and Impacts
• Resources and General Questions
In addition to offering the webcasts, WEDI’s

NPI Outreach Initiative will respond on an ongo-
ing basis to questions submitted via the Q&A fea-
ture of the webcast sessions.  ■
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binders available if you would like to store back issues of
the newsletters. To request a binder, please e-mail
ahc.binders@thomson. com. Please be sure to include
the name of the newsletter, the subscriber number, and
your full address. 
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On-line bonus book 
for HAM subscribers

Readers of Hospital Access Management
who recently have subscribed or renewed

their previous subscriptions have a free gift
waiting — The 2007 Healthcare Salary Survey
& Career Guide.

The report examines salary trends and
other compensation in the hospital, outpatient,
and home health industries.

For access to your free 2007 on-line bonus
report, visit www.ahcmedia.com. ■




